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Stories that speak to citizens

Investing in renewable
energy and energy
efficiency
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Investing in renewable energy and energy efficiency is a smart way of
providing affordable, clean and reliable energy to citizens. In order to
facilitate and attract investments, appropriate legislation, financing schemes
and other support mechanisms must be in place.

C

ountries around the world are looking to the greater efficiency of
renewable energy to include in their energy mix – whether it is
wind, sun, hydro or bioenergy.

Partner Countries have a huge, untapped renewable energy potential. Over
300 million people live in the INOGATE region, representing 4.9% of
the world’s GDP, but these same countries represented only 0.5% or USD
0.9 billion of global renewable energy investment in 2014.1 Ukraine alone
has the potential to increase its renewable energy use ten-fold2.

To attract investment for the introduction of renewables into the energy
mix, which includes guaranteeing access for producers of renewables to
the existing heat and electricity distribution systems and making effective
investments in technology, the best place to start is with reliable, accurate
and timely information for investors.
The EU-funded INOGATE Programme has provided information in a
range of ways starting with the identification of the most promising areas
for renewable energy development using geo-spatial mapping. Bankers
have been trained to understand how to review applications for lending
to sustainable energy projects, while engineers have been trained on how
to prepare their projects so they meet the commercial loan requirements.
INOGATE also helped countries introduce novel business models for
developing more energy efficiency projects.
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When I was traveling in

Europe three years ago, I bought
several lamps which get charged
through sunshine. I installed

them around our house and in
the garden and we no longer

need to use traditional bulbs.

This way, our bills have reduced
significantly.

Kakha, 38, who has a dacha close to Tbilisi

International Energy Agency (2015), “Energy Policies Beyond IEA Countries: Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia”, IEA: Paris.
International Renewable Energy Agency (2015), “REMAP 2030: Renewable energy prospects for Ukraine”

Investments in sustainable energy will create a wider mix of energy supply for greater energy independence
and security and provide a cleaner environment.
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Spotlight on success

“Today Moldova covers about 88% of energy needs by
import. So, the subject of energy efficiency and use of
renewable energy sources become a matter of priority”
explains Denis Tumuruc, Deputy Director of the Energy
Efficiency Agency.
In Georgia, Moldova,
Armenia and Azerbaijan,
INOGATE worked to
comprehensively map
wind and solar energy
sources with a geo-spatial
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RES mapping tool. This
power in Georgia
tool helps governments
and investors prioritise potential areas and projects for the
development of wind and solar energy and to make sound
investment decisions, based upon an understanding of the
value at stake. Georgia has already identified an investor
thanks to this mapping. “RES mapping is very significant
in our work”, says Mamuka Kobakhidze, Director of the
Georgian Energy Development Fund. “Investors usually
make decisions only after reviewing a feasibility study and
RES mapping helps identify where to undertake these
studies”.

In Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova
and Ukraine, bankers and engineers were trained in the
financing and evaluation methods for energy efficiency and
renewable energy projects. These unique courses were a
“first” for both the bankers and the engineers. Local bankers,
with the participation of EU bankers, were trained on
new evaluation and analysis methods used specifically for
sustainable energy projects. Engineers learned to determine
the feasibility of their projects by doing reality checks and
understood how to present their projects for financing.
As a direct result of the training, over EUR 50 million of
financing has been “unblocked” by local commercial banks
under their sustainable energy credit lines.
Following the training which also served as a good
networking opportunity with EU companies, new private
investors have shown interest in doing business in Armenia.
“An Austrian construction company is showing interest in
Armenian hydro power plant developments. A feasibility
study has been prepared and negotiations with the Austrian
Development Bank together with local Armenian banks
have been introduced,” explains Werner Weihs-Raabl, a
bank trainer and senior expert for energy finance and energy
efficiency.
In Armenia and Moldova, innovative ways were introduced
and are now being used to finance investments through third
party financing, such as energy service companies.
Georgia and Belarus have put in place legislation and rules
that make it easier for producers of renewable energy to
connect to the existing electricity grid.
Economic growth, attracting investment and increasing
energy security are all important priorities for Partner
Countries and developing their renewable energy potential
is a key in this respect.
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